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         Richard:  I'm talking with Fred Horse.  He lives here at Frog 
         Lake.  Before we start, I'll ask you how old you are at the 
         present time? 
          
         Fred:  I'm 64 years old. 
          
         Richard:  Where were you born? 
          
         Fred:  Right here at Frog Lake. 
          
         Richard:  Have you lived here all the time? 
          
         Fred:  I've lived here all the time. 
          
         Richard:  To start our conversation, I'll ask you about the 
         flour mill which was in operation here some time ago in the 
         past.  Perhaps you could tell us about the land it was situated 
         on.  How was the white man able to establish his flour mill on 
         the reserve land? 
          
         Fred:  Yes, I know of the information these people are seeking 
         about the land.  Not me, but my father told me about it and 
         also my grandfather also told me. 



          
              There was a time when the agent called the people 
         together.  The agent's name was Tom Quinney, a Metis.  His wife 
         was a native woman.  He called the meeting with the Indian 
         people.  At the meeting, the discussion was about the creek 
         that runs nearby the store of Frog Lake.  The Indians were to 
         lease that creek, for the purpose of a flour mill that would be 
         built there.  The creek would be used for the operation of the 
         flour mill.  A dam was to be built.  Those were the promises 
         which were made to the Indian people.  They would have rights 
         to everything that was made there.  In the future, if they were 
         farming, they could have their flour made for them at the mill 
         and it won't cost them anything.  And if there were any further 
         development or expansion, the Indians would benefit from them 
         as well.  This was the bargain as long as the flour mill was in 
         operation.  To lease the reserve, not to give it away and not 
         to sell it, but to lease.  That is what they were told.  When 
         the mill was in the building stages and progressing, the Frog 
         Lake massacre took place.  It wasn't the people from here that 
         did it.  They were from somewhere else.  They were called 
         prairie people.  They were responsible for the massacre.  That 
         was the end of the flour mill, there was no further work done 
         on it.  Eventually, while the elders were passing on, it 
         started to come to light.  Right there by the creek stood a big 
         store and the proprietor claimed it was his land.  He also used 
          
          
         to sell whiskey years ago.  He claimed ownership of that land.  
         Finally, my father, whose name was John Horse and who was chief 
         for a long time, was told by the proprietor that it was his 
         land.  It was loaned, and besides that, there were no legal 
         documents pertaining to the matter.  The land still belonged to 
         the Indians.  The proprietor was stubborn and still maintained 
         it was his.  From that time on, my father worked on that.  The 
         proprietor died.  However, while he was still alive, he 
         transferred the ownership of the land.  The Jew who is here 
         claims it is his land.  It was during that time while my father 
         was working on it that he died.  Then I started working on it, 
         but I couldn't do anything or put my full time to it.  But the 
         way I see it and according to my father, the land still belongs 
         to the Indians.  The storekeeper has no right to it as the 
         transaction took place in exchange for whiskey.  Long, long ago 
         a chief made that deal.  But I'm very thankful that someone is 
         working on this matter now, so it can rightfully belong to the 
         Indians again.  I thank these fellows who are looking for this 
         information.   
          
         Richard:  How much acreage did the land amount to, do you know?  
          
         Fred:  The place where the flour mill is would be about 12 
         acres or more. 
          
         Richard:  Something else I'll ask about, as residents of Frog 
         Lake, how many reserves were here as long as you can remember? 
          
         Fred:  Are you referring to the reserve here?  From what I can 
         remember, there used to be 3 reserves here.  There were 3 



         chiefs here, one of the former chiefs combined the three 
         reserves to make one.  A superintendent and an agent by the 
         name of Mr. Sibble came to see that chief.  They asked him if 
         it was all right to make one reserve as the population of the 
         Indians was so small.  The reserves were supposed to, in the 
         future, become separate reserves again, but this has never 
         happened.  It is still one reserve.  This is what I know.  
         There were 3 chiefs and 3 reserves here. 
          
         Richard:  At one time, part of this reserve was at the Onion 
         Lake Reserve.  Could you tell us what happened with that? 
          
         Fred:  The reason for that was the fact years ago, my 
         grandfather was left here at Frog Lake all by himself.  All the 
         Frog Lake people were forced to move there as they were near 
         starvation.  They were being taken care of at Onion Lake.  The 
         agent gave them flour, it was black (dark) flour made of wheat 
         that the agent gave the Indians.  That is why they stayed 
         there.  My father was left here all alone and the people who 
          
         went over there claimed part of the reserve along with them.  
         It was claimed from this reserve.  Much later, a superintendent 
         and an agent came to see my grandfather while he was here all 
         alone.  They wanted him to move there too, so he could be taken 
         care of and given food too.  But he told them that he won't 
         leave Frog Lake.  He also told them that he was making a good 
         living fishing.  He was making a better living than the people 
         who were cared for by the Onion Lake agency.  The agent took 
         exception to that and became very angry.  As a result, they had 
         an argument. 
          
              The superintendent stopped the argument and told my 
         grandfather that it was good and the right thing to do when he 
         stayed at Frog Lake.  If he had left the reserve, it would have 
         been used for some other purpose.  "Since you stayed behind to 
         hold the reserve, it is now yours," said the superintendent.  
         So my grandfather stayed and eventually the people started 
         coming back to Frog Lake, some went on through to Long Lake.  
         That is how that reserve was included at Onion Lake.  As far as 
         I'm concerned, that reserve belongs here to me, not to the 
         Onion Lake band. 
          
              I thank these fellows today for seeking information and 
         researching that reserve.  I want that land belonging to me to 
         be added to this reserve again.  If that cannot be done, we 
         should work out some other deal so we could get some other land 
         here.   
          
         Richard:  Years ago when the elders were dealing and negotiating 
         with government officials during the signing of the treaties, 
         did you ever hear of what happened?  Could you tell us what 
         happened then? 
          
         Fred:  I'm grateful that these fellows are asking such 
         questions.  This is what I was told by my late father.  In the 
         future some day you'll be asked questions and you won't be 
         confused about anything.  Now many people approach me for 



         information.  It is true, my grandfather was named "The Horse" 
         and during the signing of the treaties, he was already a 
         leader.  He was one who spoke to the government representa- 
         tives.  The government representative who was sent by the Queen 
         was there speaking for 7 days with the agreement he wanted to 
         work out.  The Indians also were having meetings for 7 days 
         trying to work some arrangement that would be suitable for 
         them.  When they were through discussing and the Indians were 
         ready to present their side of the bargain and what they were 
         promised, that is when they told the government officials of an 
         official document which would last forever.  One that would be 
         strong and binding, that is what the Indians wanted to  
          
         negotiate with.  They also mentioned the peace pipe which was 
         also to be used.  They told the government officials that they 
         were using their greatly respected power for a legal 
         transaction (peace pipe).  With the promises the Queen made, 
         they didn't want them to ever come to an end.  The government 
         official mentioned at the time that the terms of the treaty 
         should never come to an end.  These promises were made with the 
         smoking of the pipe.  His lips touched the stem of the pipe.  
         This wasn't done ordinarily for no reason.  If one put a 
         pipestem to his lips, that was a highly honored agreement and 
         the government official did that.  He smoked the pipestem 
         (smoking of peace pipe).  That is when he promised that each 
         person would receive $25.00, the chief $50.00 and a councillor 
         $25.00, followers and children would also receive $25.00.  
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  Of the many things the government representatives promised, 
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         During that time, the people had plenty of money when the 
         treaty was signed.  They borrowed children from other famil
         and one family would number very many.  Each child would 
         receive $25.00.  This payment was carried out for 2 years,
         then on part of their money was taken from them.  That is how 
         it was stated, that some of their money would be put aside.  
         The money would accumulate at the government office.  It would
         be kept for them.  From then, a $5.00 payment would be allotted 
         until the end of time.  The chief's payment was also reduced to 
         $25.00 with a councillor receiving $15.00.  This still applies 
         today and it is to be this way until the end of time.  The 
         money which was to accumulate in Ottawa which was taken from
         our payment, I wonder if it is still there.  I wonder if the 
         government is using that money to look after us. 
          
           
         he raised his hand in the name of God.  The white man would in 
         turn care for the Indians, the children of God.  "As long as 
         his spirit, the sun and the river, as long as these two things
         are moving, that is how long the promises are good for," said 
         the government official.  Those were the terms of the Queen.  
         "From that time on and into the future, whatever the white man 
         does or makes will be strong.  Everything he has, you the 
         Indian, will be entitled to.  You will not have to pay for 
         them.  You have already paid for this land and everything yo
         get will be free.  But understand, understand that the spruce, 
         grass and the land, the spruce will be his house, the grass he 
         will use to feed the animals he raises, the land he will use to 
         make a living with agriculture."  "Understand," was the word 
         grandfather used as he indicated with his hand the amount of  



         foot, "that is all the land he bought from us.  Nothing below 
         that.  If in the future something is found underground, that is 
         all yours."  Today the Indian has none of these.  They all 

          belong to the white man.  He was the one who pointed towards
         the ground and said, "if something is under there to make money 
         with, it belongs to the Indian."   
          
              None of that exists today.  If there is any oil, they 
         belong to the white man.  Today there is nothing, even though 
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         the Indians' demands are not being heard.  His parts of the 
         promise were honorable and made strong.  During the treaty, the 
         Indians were told, "You, the chiefs, will always be.  If you 
         die there will be someone related to you who will replace you.
         This will take place as long as the earth lasts."  Now, there 
         is nothing.  The present chief was an illegitimate child.  This
         is not what the Queen had said.  People who were accepted into 
         the reserve weren't mentioned.  That is one promise which was 
         already broken, the system which is used today.  At present a 
         chief holds office for 3 years and this is how it will remain. 
         Before a chief received a horse and a buggy, hoes and different 
         implements.  The horse and buggy would be used when the chief 
         goes around visiting his people.  If they broke, replacements 
         would be available.  In the future, if other things were to be 
         used, he would get them too.  That is what the government 
         official said.  This type of agreement would go on forever.
         The agreement would never be broken by any man on two feet. 
          
           
         with gleaming riding gear with his sword almost touching grou
         level.  Grandfather said, "In the distant future with the 
         promises made by the Queen and the white man attemps to bre
         them, when the chief and council fail to prevent this and the 
         white man goes ahead, this is the one the chief is to rely on. 
         The fellow can do anything.  He was given power and authority 
         by the Queen.  He makes his living by risking his death at any 
         time."  The Indians were entitled to this man's services.  To 
         be of some help to them if necessary.  As I mentioned a while 
         ago, the people haven't relied on this man yet, although we are
         in a crucial situation.  It was at that time that the finger 
         was pointed towards this man.  I'm not lying, not lying, if al
         the documents in Ottawa were not altered.  What I'm saying now 
         would be written on paper.  That is if nothing was altered. 
          

   That was a strong legal transaction.  Today I'm still            
         alive and I know of some information.  There are many things
         which were promised such as a school house for as long as the 
         earth exists, there will be one on your reserve.  You will be 
         properly educated, then there will be a hospital on your 
         reserve.  You will get proper care from the doctor and nur
         You'll pay nothing for this.  You've already paid.  Everything 
         will be paid for by the government, you will not pay for 
         anything.  Those were the promises, you pay for nothing.  
         Indians were told, "In the past you died of starvation.  Today 
         you will not have starvation anymore.  You will not die of lack 
         of food."  The government official extended his arms, indicated 
         that the arms of the Queen were long and said, "If you are 
         going to starve, she will reach out for you.  She will bring



         food for you."  That government man spoke with great authority.  

day what amazes me is that the chief refuses food rationing.  
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         That is exactly what the Queen had promised.  That the Indian 
         would be properly cared for and provided with food.  He would 
         rather work, refusing what was promised by the Queen, to be 
         cared for properly.  Every time he ate he would eat proper 
         food.  My grandfather was informed that in the future, if th
         white man had good things and food, you will also receive them.
         This is because you gave me your land.  Today the people are 
         refusing these things.  Today we are getting things and money,
         but those were what the Queen had promised.  That is nothing 
         new.  I hear that people are receiving something they've never 
         had before.  It's not new; that was a promise to assist the 
         Indian people.  Now they are talking about the new policies 
         that are coming into effect.  The way I see it, they are not 
         new policies the government is implementing.  Those are the 
         promises the Queen had made.  If everything is in order in 
         Ottawa, what I'm saying now will be written in Ottawa.  I'm not 
         lying.  I wouldn't make false statements.  What my grandfather 
         told me I've heard from other people as well.  That is why I 
         have knowledge and information today. 
          
         Ri
         negotiating the treaty with all their promises, how did the 
         Indian people respond to that, the promises which were handed
         to them?   
          
         Fr
         made it sound so good.  His word was very good and that is why 
         the Indian people accepted.  They never thought that today 
         their children and grandchildren would be endangered by it a
         the changes that are being made.  And I wonder why it was 

an          stated that the agreement would legally last forever.  No m
         on two legs would break it.  I'm amazed with the number of legs
         man must have to try and break it.  I would be much happier if 
         the people, the Indian people, would stand together and unite.  
         Today I heard people talking at meetings and on the radio 
         telling of the different ways they've worked to discover th
         money in Ottawa.  But their way of thinking is totally wrong. 
         By the way he talks he is misinformed.  I wonder if he is 
         completely lost.  I wonder if he is not aware of what is in
         Ottawa and the promises the Queen has made.  That money is wh
         was promised and also the food.  Those were already promised. 
         Everything the Indians would be entitled to, this is not 

ew          anything that is new.  That was the agreement.  The only n
         policy is that of education takeover, but that is not proper, 
         that is not the way it should be.  We are not to look after our
         own education.  That is not what was said, that we look after 
         ourselves.  They were supposed to be looked after by the 
         government.  This includes everything with the best of car
          
         including schooling.  Also hospitalization, reference was made 
         to the sun as long as it was walking, hospitalization the 

ols.         Indian would never have to pay for, as well as all the scho
         His words were good, he spoke with great authority.  That is 



         the reason why the Indian people accepted.  That I heard is not 

ds 

chard:  The Indians who were negotiating the treaty, no doubt 

ed:  Regarding that matter, there was a Metis fellow, I don't 

 

chard:  When the treaty was signed, where did that actually 

ed:  I'm not sure of that.  My grandfather had said it was 
e 

hief called Mist Tik O Seeu 
im?   

chard:  Where did that name originate, Mis Tik O Seeu Awasis?  

. 

nd of Interview)     

         new, but I guess the people have been misled.  I would be very 
         pleased if all the people united together to work on this 

ily          matter together.  Myself, I meditate to the Great Spirit da
         so that Harold Cardinal and the Association can reach their 
         ultimate goal and in his endeavours to guide the people towar
         the proper way of thinking.  These are my thoughts when I pray 
         and smoke the pipe.  I know all about it. 
          
         Ri
         that these people were unable to understand proper English, how 
         was the understanding put forth to them, the terms of the 
         treaties?   
          
         Fr
         know where he came from, but he was the interpreter.  They say 
         he was Metis, but I forget what his name was.  He was the one 
         interpreter there for several days.  He was brought there with 
         the government officials.  I don't know where they picked up 
         the Metis fellow.  Later on the people were saying that he did 
         not do such a good job interpreting.  But myself, I don't think 
         this is right.  He must have been good.  He won't just make up 
         the interpretation the way it was written up in English on a 
         moosehide.  It will all be written on a piece of hide, all the
         promises that were made were written on the hide by the 
         commissioner.  So the interpreter couldn't have been that bad, 
         because the promises which were written were properly done.  
         The chief and the government official had one each, one would 
         be kept in Ottawa.  That is where the promises would be kept.  
         Ink was used so it could never be erased.  All the chiefs had 
         one.  
          
         Ri
         take place? 
          
         Fr
         towards Saskatchewan.  I'm not certain.  I think it was a plac
         called Wask Kye Kan Nis (Little House).  That is where the 
         government official arrived.  
          

chard:  There was a former c         Ri
         Awasis (French Child).  Could you tell me something about h
          

ed:  His father was a chief.  He was known as Ma Kaow.  When          Fr
         he died his son succeeded him as chief, but he quit and left.  
         He stayed at Long Lake. 
          
         Ri
          

ed:  That was an Indian name.  That was before the English          Fr
         names.  Just like my grandfather, he did have a white man name
         His name was "The Horse", a name associated with a horse.  He 

          was known as Walking Horse as his Cree name.  Much later he was
         named Baptiste Horse.  To be properly named he was called 
         Baptiste Walking Horse.   
          
         (E
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